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ABSTRACT

Appropriated  stock is  maybe the best  famous explanation in the PC humankind nowadays.  It  awards  hold
association that combines programming, stage and structure by procedure for virtualization. Virtualization is the
middle movement following cloud asset sharing. This environment attempts to be energetic, solid, and versatile
with a guaranteed singularity of association. Security is as a far and wide amount of an issue in the cloud as it is
wherever else. Divergent individuals share arranged perspective on appropriated figuring. An amount of trust it
is risky to use cloud. Cloud merchants place forward an uncommon exertion to make certain wellbeing. This
paper examines scarcely a few huge security worries with scattered enlisting and the current counter measures to
those safe-haven challenges in the circle of scattered figuring. Cut-off as-a-Service available by cloud expert
networks is a paid ability that encourages relationship to re-legitimate their sharp measurements to be locked in
worry of on bob manual specialist. In this show-stopper, we propose a cloud-based limit readiness that permits
the information proprietor to development from the working environments available by the CSP and encourage
circumlocutory standard trust among them. The projected course of action has four enormous clarification: (I) it
approve  the  owner  to  distribute  delicate  insights  to  a  CSP,  and  do  involved  dampen  age  overwhelming
methodology on the rethought measurements, i.e., block adjust, option, renunciation, and add, (ii) it guarantees
that  approved  clients  accomplish  the  to  a  great  extent  best  in  class  classification  of  the  re-evaluated
measurements, (iii) it draws in voyaging estranged trust among the proprietor and the CSP, and (iv) it endure the
holder to allow or repudiate commencement to the re-appropriated insights
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INTRODUCTION
Scattered layout is compensation for every utilization
portrayal  for  encourage  advantageous,  on-request
network  approval  to  an  aggregate  puddle  of
configurable  taking  care  of  capital  that  can  be
immediately provisioned and speaks with unimportant
foundation attempt or expert affiliation help. Naturally
there  are  three  kinds  of  assets  that  are  fit  for  be
provisioned  and  enthusiastic  utilizing  cloud:
programming as-a-association, stage as-an affiliation,
and establishment as-a-association 

The watchfulness  trademark  can  be  unequivocal  by
the  owner  through  scrambling  the  information
happening  contacting  to  inaccessible  workers.  For
show  up  at  measurements  reliability  cloud  worker,
experts  have  projected  evident  insights  possession
method  to  underwrite  the  greatness  of  information
position separated on distant zones. A numeral of pdp
shows  has  been  comfortable  with  capably  endorses
the  reliability  of  information.  A  practicable  side
interest  sketch  can  be  familiar  with  utilize  the
proprietor  to  execute  access  control  of  the
informational index sideways on a confined untrusted
csp.  Through  this  approach,  the  data  is  encoded

underneath  a  demanding  enter,  which  is  present
remarkably  to  the  grasp  clients.  The  unapproved
clients,  just  as  the  csp,  are  missing  to  contact  the
information since they do exclude the unwinding key. 

Following  the  re-evaluated  dynamic  measurements
and  its  improvement  property  requires  the  data  of
some metadata that mirrors the usually new changes
give  by  the  proprietor.  Furthermore  requires  the
attention to square inclines to affirmation that the csp
has embedded, added, or annihilated the squares at the
referred  to  positions.  To  this  summit,  the  future
organization depends after utilizing standard disarray
respect  and a humble measurements plan, which we
mark block distinction table. These sets wakeful the
initial trust among various association parts. Despite a
combination  of  ideal  conditions  of  appropriated
storing,  there  still  remain  a  gathering  of  testing
obstructions,  among which,  affirmation and security
of  clients'  information  have  become  basic  issues,
especially  without  attempting  to  shroud  passed  on
skill.  Typically,  an  information  proprietor  stores
his/her insights in confided in subject matter experts,
which are all things considered obliged by a totally
classified  in  head.  Notwithstanding,  out  in  the



delivery appropriated  storing structures,  the mists is
ordinarily staying up and oversee by a semi-confided
in pariah. Information isn't, at the present in insights
proprietor's  set  up  areas  and  the  information
proprietor can't trust on the cloud worker to arrange
ensure  about  information  access  sort  out.  Likewise,
the segregated  permission control  concern  has  form
into a fundamental testing issue out in detach pass on
accumulating,  in  which  standard  shelter  movement
can't  be  clearly  applied.  This  only-one-authority
condition  can  bring  a  solitary  point  bottleneck  on
together  security  and  execution.  At  the  immediate
when the impact is undermined, an enemy can without
an  uncertainty  contract  the  just  one-authority's  lord
key, and a little event later he/she can build private
key  of  any  greatness  division  to  decipher  the
particular  prearranged  measurements.  Additionally,
when the only-one-authority is thick, the arrangement
thoroughly  can't  work  extraordinarily.  Hence,  these
CP-ABE plans are up 'til now a long way from being
at span utilized for access put together out in the open
coursed  storing.  However  an  amount  of  multi-
authority CP-ABE plans have been anticipated, they
truly can't concurrence with the worry of single-point
bottleneck on mutually security and execution alluded
to  before.  In  these  multi-authority  CP-ABE
approaches, the whole greatness position is distanced
into a scope of disjoint subsets and every trademark
subset is up until as of now held up by a resigning
plan.
RELATED WORKS
In [1]  A.  Shamir,  R.L.Rivest  and L.  Adleman et  al
presents an encryption technique is indiscreet with the
story  resources  that  actually  pivotal  an  encryption
enter  doesn't  correspondingly  uncover  the  like
unravelling  key.  These  have  two essential  imprints:
courier or other secured approaches are not typical to
give keys, since a message can be enciphered utilizing
an encryption key totally uncovered by the ordinary
recipient.  Nothing  worth  mentioning  yet  he  can
unknot  the  letters,  as  he  comprehends  the  getting
sorted  out  deciphering  input.  A  message  can  be
"checked"  utilizing  a  secretly  held  unscrambling
arrangement.  Anybody  can  ensure  this  impression
utilizing the relating totally uncovered encryption key.
Engravings can't be conveying, and an endorser can't
later  remain  the  validity  from  achievement  his
impression.  This  has  evident  accommodation  in
"electronic  mail"  and  "electronic  belongings  move"
frameworks. The hour of "electronic mail" may in a
short time show up; we should to watch that two basic
property of the breathing "broadsheet mail" structure

are allocated:  messages are classified, and messages
can be established ahead. It imparts to in this report
how to  interweave  this  boundary  into  an  electronic
communication plot.

In [2] John Bethencourt, AmitSahai, Brent Waters et
al  presents  In  different  stream frameworks  a  client
should promptly have the option to entrée insights if a
buyer  bunches  a  careful  chart  of  accreditations  or
kind. As of right now, the lone game plan for good
such practice is to utilize an acknowledged position to
whole the information and intervene access arranges.
Regardless of, on the off chance that few specialists
dealing  with  the  realities  are  undercut,  by  then  the
obscure  of  the  insights  will  be  undermined.  In  this
article there a development for perceive multifaceted
pathway  control  on  prearranged  measurements  that
portray  Cipher  text-Policy  Attribute-Based
Encryption. By with our systems encoded insights can
be saved emitted whether the best assessment master
is untrusted; what's advantageous, our methodologies
are  distinct  close  by  design  assaults.  Past  element
Based  Encryption  structure  harmed  affirmation  to
oversee in affiliation the blended measurements and
associated systems into client's  essential;  even as  in
our procedure credits are utilized to depict a client's
capacities and a shared event encoding insights pick a
system for who can unravel.

In  [3]  Polynomial  Equations,  and  Inner  Products
Jonathan Katz ,AmitSahai ,Brent Water et al presents
set up open key encryption is coarse-grained: a sender
scrambles a message M concerning a public enter PK,
and just the holder of the underground key associated
with  PK  can  unscramble  the  subsequent  code
correspondence  and  recover  the  message.  These
momentary  semantics  procure  the  occupation
complete for trademark point message, where assorted
measurements are finished exercises for one reliable
beneficiary  who is  known ahead  of  schedule to  the
sender. In a scope of settings, regardless, the sender
may in its place need to depict a side interest sketch
convincing  that  is  approved  to  recover  the  blended
insights.  For example,  depicted  information may be
related with unequivocal watchwords; this data should
be  open  together  to  clients  who  are  palatable  to
inspect  all  secret  data,  in  like  manner  as  to  clients
sensible to examine in grouping associated with the
finicky language being implied. Or on the other hand
then  some  other  time,  maybe  a  patient's  records
should  be  opened  promptly  to  experts  who  have
treated that tranquil before.



In [4] Allison Lewko, Tatsuaki Okamoto, AmitSahai
et al presents our essential result is a totally ensured
about  greatness  based  encryption  proposition.  Past
advancement  of  ABE  were  simply  settled  to  be
straightforwardly  comprehensive  sure  about.  To
accomplish full  safe house by changing the twofold
association  encryption  procedure  starter  behind
present  by  Waters  and  sooner  than  used  to  get
altogether  ensured  IBE  and  HIBE  structures.  The
huge discussion in  be  significant  twofold  course  of
adventure encryption to ABE is the extra outrageous
association of keys and code post. In an IBE or HIBE
association,  keys and cryptogram magnum opus are
both related with a certified sort of essential article:
typescript.  In  an  ABE  structure,  keys  and  code
arrangement are related with each the extra confusing
publication: properties and access conditions. At that
point practice a story thus speculative contradiction to
alter the twofold grouping encryption practice to the
more  tangled  constitution  of  ABE  structures.  To
gather  our  methodology in compound sales  bilinear
get-togethers,  where  the  put  commonly  is  an
advancement  of  three  prime.  To  represent  the
wellbeing  of  our  association  from  three  unmoving
questions

In [5] Tatsuaki Okamoto, Katsuyuki Takashima et al
presents Two non-zero deepest thing encryption plan
that  are  adaptively  ensured  under  a  standard
uncertainty,  the  decisional  straight  theory,  in  the
moderate  portrayal.  One  of  things  to  move  toward
NIPE  plans  depiction  obvious  measurement  traces
messages  and  different  highlights  predictable  size
mystery keys. Our NIPE plans propose a nature based
denial  course  of  action with  dependable  size  figure
works or a solid size mystery key that is adaptively
ensured under the DLIN hypothesis. A few standard
IBR  occasions  with  unsurprising  estimation  sketch
works or a dependable mass mystery arrangement was
not adaptively secured in the conventional delineation.
This  broadsheet  likewise  presents  two zero  internal
thing encryption a plot all of which has unsurprising
measurement  diagram show-stopper  or  solid  degree
undisclosed keys and is adaptively secured underneath
the DLIN doubt in the worldview expand. They apply
a  draw  on  a  character  based  convey  encryption
relationship  with  obvious  measurement  figure
syntheses or dependable measurement secret keys that
is adaptively finished persuaded about underneath the
DLIN declaration.

Cloud Computing Architecture

Pass on managing out setup is unavailable into two
regions:  the front end and the back end. These two
terminations wilderness with each other generally all
through Internet. The front end is the client side and
converse  end  is  the  "cloud"  division  of  the
development. The front closures unite the customer's
PC and the interest acknowledged procuring to impart
figuring structure. As demonstrate up in sketch aft of
the  structure  is  the  grouping  of  PCs,  workers  and
information  growth  association  that  develop  the
"cloud"  of  selecting  associations.  Centre  specialists
direct the plan; see transport and client sales to make
persuaded the entire thing runs coming up short on a
few  issues.  It  sticks  to  a  collection  of  guidelines
estimated  exhibit  and  uses  an  extraordinary
assortment of influence called middleware 

Fig High-Level Cloud Middleware Architecture

In a balance visualization of the scattered preparing
association,  as  appeared  in  framework  in  spite  of
something  likewise,  Client  sends  association
demands. By then understanding the board finds exact
assets.  Starter  at  present  and  into  the  anticipated
event,  association  provisioning  finds  right  assets.
Ensuing  to  the treatment  assets  are  set  up then  the
customer  request  is  executing.  Finally,  tardy
punishments of the affiliation necessities are ship off
the clients

CLOUD SECURITY

The Internet was methodical basically to be bendable,
by the by not to be secured. Any spread solicitation
has  a  lot  of  extra  important  assault  surface  than  a
reason that is relentlessly held extended a Local Area
Network.  Dispersed figure  has each  the weaknesses
related  with Internet  applications,  and  advantageous
deficiency  increment  out  of  shared,  virtualized,  and
re-appropriated  assets.  Various  kinds  of  pass  on



enlisting association models give various degrees  of
asylum association. It resolve obtain irrelevant extent
of  persuaded  security  with  an  Infrastructure  as  a
Service supplier, and the primarily with Software as
an upgrade supplier. The length of these appearances,
chances in any cloud affiliation are burdened winning
the specific cloud association propagation chose and
such a cloud on which it sidestep on our solicitation

I. To choose the assets they can plan to move to the
cloud. 

ii. Select the affectability of the hold for peril Risks
which  must  be  assessed  are  beating  of  security,
unapproved  affirmation  by  others,  and  beating  of
insights and break in availability. 

iii.  To choose the  risk depends ahead  unambiguous
cloud  type  for  a  hold.  Cloud  types  join  network,
private mixture, and affiliation sort. With each class,
we  need  to  accept  where  measurements  and
practicality assurance be held up. 

iv. It is urgent to like the demanding cloud affiliation
generation that we will misuse. Different models, for
event, IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS require their demographic
to be at  peril for wellbeing at assorted phase of the
affiliation stack. 

v.  On  the  off  chance  that  assurance  pick  a  careful
cloud  expert  affiliation,  it  need  to  rethink  its
relationship  to  comprehend  the  model  of  insights
influencing and information region, gathers where it is
locked in be annoyed of and how to move information
both  all  through  the  cloud.  To  require  building  a
flowchart  those  show the  general  instrument  of  the
game plan for utilizing 

A combination of cloud suppliers proffer a portrayal
fuse  that  can  develop  a  multiplication  of  the
customer's  finished  environment.  These  merge
instrument  pictures;  at  any  rate  applications  and
measurements,  network  interfaces,  firewalls,  and
catch access. On the off chance that they information
that there is a subject in course of action; It depository
succeed that portrayal with a known reasonable game
plan. Groupings of seller keep a security page where
they  inventory  their  scope  of  assets,  demands,  and
proposal.

SECURITY FRAMEWORK IN CLOUD

Coursed  figure  security  should  be  finished  on  two
phase, provider level and buyer plane. Guarantee of

Cloud orchestrate expert affiliation is to ensure about
the position starting each the outer hazard, it maybe
will run over.  The appropriated figuring expert  area
has indicated a better security covering than the client
similarly as the client. The client ought to affirmation
that there ought not to be any absence of information
or alluring or change of insights for different clients
who  are  utilizing  an  undifferentiated  from  cloud
because  of  its  adventure.  A  cloud  is  satisfactory
definitely  when  there  is  a  predominant  supervision
given by the position centre to the client 

The Cloud circumstance multiplication plan portrays
every  account  sort  of  cloud  affiliation  pass  on
propagation and its asylum limit at  which the cloud
authority  network's  commitments  finish  and  the
client's  responsibilities  start.  Any  wellbeing
instrument under to the extent plausible should unite
into the association, and any security division higher
than should be saved up by the client.  As scale the
mountain, it winds up being additional fundamental to
affirmation  that  the  sort  and  stature  of  security  is
essential for our arrangement stage Agreement 

Each help portrayal gets the limitations of the model
inside it, in like manner as each the strong safe-haven
nervousness  and  risk  factor.  IaaS  supplies  the
establishment,  PaaS  adds  accommodation
advancement  systems,  exchanges,  and  control
structures  and  SaaS  is  an  operational  climate  with
application,  the heads,  and the UI.  As move in the
stack, IaaS has immaterial degrees of encourage cost
and least degree of joined security, and SaaS has the
most.  In  the  SaaS  propagation,  the  merchant  give
shelter as a division of the Service Level accord, with
the  consistence,  association,  and  guarantee  tallness
demonstrated  under  the  thoughtful  for  the  whole
stack.  For  the  PaaS  multiplication,  to  the  extent
feasible may be depicting for the vendor to solidify
the  article  association  and  middleware  layer.  In  the
PaaS model, the client would be concentration for the
security of the accommodation and UI at the by and
large  famous  motivation  behind  the  stack.  The
portrayal with the by and large un-worked in shelter is
IaaS,  where  all  that  fuses  inculcation  of  various
classifications is the client's anxiety.

Levels of cloud security

Software as a service (SaaS) model 

• It likely determination be modified by the client. 



• Places  by  and  large  of  the  commitment  with
reverence to safe-haven the wood plank on the cloud
supplier. 

• It  provides  direct  to  understanding  through  put
together  prologue  to  the  Web  way,  for  outline,  the
relationship  of  customer  text  style,  accommodation
tallness change, and the fitness to require approval to
express IP tackle degrees or geology.

Platform as a service (PaaS) model 

• It  alludes  to  machine  upgrade  period  where  the
advancement apparatus itself is hopeful in the cloud
and get to and sent during the Internet. 

• It  apportions  customers  to  recognize  further  huge
responsibility for oversight the arrangement and care
for  middleware,  information  base  preparing,  and
accommodation runtime environmental factors.

Infrastructure as a service model 

• Provides  totally  versatile  direct  belongings,  for
event, processing unit, and limit foundation. 

• Transfers  guarantee  with  reverence  to  security  is
from the cloud supporter of the customer. 

• They  bear  the  cost  of  involved  foreword  to  the
working development that keep up pragmatic pictures,
systems association, and limit.

Securing data within the cloud

Sensitive data in a coursed register feeling emerges as
unequivocal  inquiry  as  to  security  in  a  cloud  base
association. 

(1). By the height of at all demonstrate an insights is
on a cloud, anybody from anyplace at anything point
can get to measurements from the cloud since realities
may  be  trademark,  private  and  responsive
measurements in a cloud. Every single one the while,
bunches of passed on enrolling association customer
and  provider  get  to  and  change  information.
Consequently,  there  is  requiring  of  a  little  insights
decency technique in appropriated allotment. 

(2).  Measurements  captivating  is  a  solitary  of
disturbing issue in a passed on height feeling. 

(3).  Information  hindrance  is  a  standard  enquiry  in
pass  on  figure.  In  holder  the  scattered  regulation
master affiliation shut down his associations due an

amount of cash related or legitimate point then there
resolve  be  a  lack  of  information  for  the  client.
Besides,  measurements  can  be  lost  or  harmed  or
spoiled  exceptional  to  miss  event,  destructive
crossroads, and fire. Because of higher than condition,
insights couldn't be existing to clients. 

(4). Information area is one of the worry what require
centre in a dispersed enlisting climate. Veritable area
of  records  store  is  basic  and  critical.  The  essential
preliminary for the cloud is execution "information on
the way" guarantee about. It  is huge that one buyer
can't see the Internet pass on of an extra client. This is
the  structures  affiliation  threat  in  a  multi-occupant
impression.  With  detach  structures  association;  it  is
useful for clients of the cloud to make secure encoded
VPN  relationship  among  their  get  together  in  the
cloud and corporate plan. This arrangement is utilized
by an amount of gigantic customers and licenses start
to  finish  encryption  of  measurements.  To  give  the
shelter  to  information  simply  go  where  the  buyer
necessities it to surpass by utilizing underwriting and
legitimacy and isn't changed in transmission.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

At this demonstrate suggest a strong and obvious cut-
off multi-authority CP-ABE opening control conspire,
named TMACS, to manage the single-point burglary
on  both  wellbeing  and  show  in  generally  existing
plans.  In  TMACS,  various  foundations’  similarly
understanding with the total  portion set  in any case
nobody has involved put together of a few reasonable
quality.  Since  in  CP-ABE plans,  there  is  reliably  a
mystery key used to create  prevalence  private keys,
we  present  (t,  n)  limit  mystery  increase  into  our
course  of  action  to  share  the  mystery  enter  among
subject  substance  specialists.  In  TMACS,  we  re-
examine  the  undisclosed  course  of  activity  in  the
standard  CP-ABE plans  as  expert  information.  The
foreword  of  (t,  n)  limit  surreptitious  circulation
ensures that the expert  key can't be addition by any
force  alone. TMACS isn't  only reasonable  complete
persuaded about when not as a lot as t specialists are
undercut, by and by likewise wholehearted while no
not as much as t impact are lively in the association.
To  the  most  extraordinary  of  our  thoughtful,  this
composition is  the  main undertaking  to  address  the
specific show bottleneck on both safeguard and usage
in CPABE induction be in blame for plots out in open
scattered reserve.
MODULE SPECIFICATION

 File encryption



 File upload to Service Providers

 Dynamic Operations on the Outsourced Data

 Data Access and Cheating Detection

 File decryption

ARCHITECTURE

Fig Architecture diagram

File encryption 

The  essential  segment  in  this  undertaking  is  proof
encryption  module.  This  segment  is  anticipated  for
encode the records past re-appropriating the proof into
cloud  master  affiliations.  The  encryption  cycle
finished by the dynamic measurements proprietor to
keep their insights from the unapproved clients.  All
through the encryption event the mystery key for the
proof to translate the file is passed on. The proprietors
need to remain quiet  key. Unequivocally when they
are  recovering  the  figures  from  the  cloud  expert
family  members  the  measurements  choose  be  in
encoded  association.  So  these  parts  anticipate  a
tremendous division in our commitment.

File upload to Service Providers

The  information  proprietor  clearly  moves  their
documentation  into  the  cloud  master  focuses.  The
information  proprietor  at  essential  prerequisites  to
advance  their  records  into  the  Trusted  Third  Party.
The  TTP  in  our  undertaking  is  an  acknowledged
widely engaging associating the cloud expert focuses
and  the  insights  proprietor.  The  TTP  first  gets  the
measurements  from  the  information  proprietor  and
presumptuous  the  proof  to  the  cloud  master
affiliations, when the records is gain at cloud master
networks from the TTP then it sends a proof letters

that  the assertion is invigorated at  the cloud impact
focuses to the insights proprietor.

Dynamic Operations on the Outsourced Data

The  information  owner  can  deal  with  their  record
coming about to  moving their  report  into the cloud
expert relations. They can acquire be worried of the
ordinary  positions  effectively  on  the  measurements.
So  the  affirmed  clients  can  secure  to  fundamental
belatedly empowered classification of the re-evaluate
measurements.  Basically  the  information  proprietor
can alter the insights unendingly. The insights can be
destroyed,  revived  or  changed  by  the  information
proprietor.

Data Access and Cheating Detection

Supported  customers  send  an  insights  access
solicitation  to  together  the  CSP  and  the  TTP  to
opening  the  re-appropriated  proof.  The  re-
appropriated  insights  can  be  only  recovered  by  the
embraced  clients.  The  TTP  needs  to  develop
persuaded  if  the  clients  are  embraced  people.  To
guarantee the support the CSP and the TTP check the
mystery  key  of  the  specific  record  which  has  the
information interest by the clients. In box the mystery
key matches  with the  information base,  by then  no
one yet they can download the record and disentangle
it.  On  the  off  chance  that  promptly  accessible  any
unapproved clients try to get to the insights the alert
will communicate off the TTP.

File decryption

The former  part  in  this  undertaking  is  confirmation
unscrambling.  In  this  part  the  various  proofs  will
return to eventually into its exceptional structure. For
the  unravel  succession  the  figure  requires  the  key
which  complete  at  the  hour  of  encryption.  The
insights  proprietor  keeps  the  goal  complete  at
encryption  measure.  After  enter  the  enter  the
assessment will interprets the record and continues the
measurements in a justifiable strategy which canister
be comprehend by the clients

OUTPUT RESULT
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LOUDME TOOL STORAGE

CONCLUSION

At  this  point  propose  another  edge  multi-authority
CP-ABE  induction  coordinate  plot,  for  example,
TMACS, discernible to everyone pass on capacity, in
which  each  frequently  over  see  the  whole
predominance  position  and  offer  the  expert  key  α.
Abusing (t, n) limit mystery sharing, by shout with a
few  t  AAs,  an  authentic  client  can  make  his/her
mystery  key.  In  that  capacity,  TMACS  keep  a
significant partition from whichever lone AA being a

particular  demonstrate  bottleneck  on in participation
security and execution. The assessment grades show
that our channel control plot is acceptable quality and
ensured.  It  could  without  an  incredibly  exceptional
make  longer  decide  suitable  evaluation  of  (t,  n)  to
develop TMACS not essentially secured when not as
much  as  t  master  are  harm,  yet  likewise  vivacious
when no not as much as t specialists are fiery in the
agreement.
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